INNOCENCE

Innocence - When the truth gets lost
When the tycoon Ilker is arrested over a vicious attack on his
secret lover Ela, a jealous love triangle is exposed, dragging
the characters on a dramatic, emotional rollercoaster which
tears all their lives apart.
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INNOCENCE
Badly beaten and abandoned by a road one night, Ela Yuksel is the victim of her
love for well-known magnate Ilker Ilgaz, who exploits her naivety in this emotional
rollercoaster. Drawn into a passionate love triangle with Ilker and his long-term
girlfriend Irem, Ela’s drama drags their families into an acrimonious battle which
takes over their entire lives.

When the trial begins, neither Ilker nor Ela give statements about the night of the
attack. Ela undergoes five operations after suffering a serious head trauma which
left gaps in her memory, while Ilker was blind drunk and cannot remember clearly
what happened. As the uncertainty weakens the case against Ilker, he undermines
the victim with a campaign to manipulate perceptions of Ela.

After her daughter barely survives the attack on her 19th birthday, Bahar blames Ela’s
secret lover Ilker. Police detain him shortly before his wedding to Irem, daughter of
prominent businessman Harun Orhun. The violent attack and arrest grabs headlines
across Turkey when the jealous love rivalry at the heart of the affair comes to the
surface.

Ilker’s lawyer exploits inconsistencies in Ela’s story to stain her reputation, portraying
her as a stalker who harassed Ilker in a haze of erotomania. As his family stokes a
media frenzy, support for the victim begins to evaporate and Ela becomes the target
of insensitive, merciless accusations.

The spark of conflict is lit when university student Ela invites Ilker, her father’s boss,
to speak at a conference in her school. Flattered by his interest in her, Ela falls head
over heels in love, ignoring their age difference and her mother’s unease about
the relationship. Ilker brushes aside her concerns about Irem, dismissing her as a
troubled ex-lover.
Having failed to rescue her daughter from the doomed liaison, Bahar now focuses
her attention on achieving justice for her daughter in court, entering a bitter war with
Ilker’s mother Hale. Bahar’s ally in this battle is Harun, Irem’s father, who opposes
his daughter’s relationship with Ilker. But they both suffer a harsh blow when Irem
marries Ilker in prison.
Bahar and Harun are united in trying to save their daughters from Ilker but must
contend with his scheming as they struggle to defuse the hate-filled rivalry between
Ela and Irem. The two young women become mortal enemies, but Ilker keeps them
under his spell for months with his selfish manipulations. He succeeds in getting
them to defend him in court.

Ela has once again become the victim, attacked by a social media lynch mob. As the
jealous rivalry and power games take on a life of their own, Ela begins to question her
sanity. In the battle which ensues, only her own mother can help her overcome the
forces aligned against her.
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